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Introducing Expert Gallery at Providence St. Joseph Health Digital Commons

Providence St. Joseph Health is excited to announce the launch of our Digital Commons: https://digitalcommons.psjhealth.org/. Digital Commons serves as an institutional repository to collect and present PSJH research and other scholarly activity in one convenient, easily navigable location. Digital Commons aims to activate the voice of PSJH and share our research accomplishments as a world-class research organization.

Digital Commons includes the Expert Gallery, where we can showcase PSJH individual researchers’ selected works. You can see our first profiles here: https://works.bepress.com/experts/providence-st-joseph-health/

Expert Gallery is an author-centered profile for all publications, presentations, and posters. Most file types and multimedia are supported. Profiles provide a unique URL that can be shared with colleagues and patients. The profile can include work created before an author came to PSJH and can also follow them if they leave PSJH. Readers who engage with profiles also have the option to follow particular authors for updates. Expert Gallery is a wonderful way to disseminate non-indexed research and items are search engine optimized, to help you and your work appear at the top of Google searches.

How Can I Be In Expert Gallery? Profiles are created and updated annually by the Digital Asset Librarian. To start the process, send an email to let us know you are interested. You will send a CV and biosketch or brief biography to the Digital Asset Librarian. They will create an initial profile for you with items harvested by our platform through various resources including PubMed and our own Digital Commons. You will then be notified that your profile is ready for review and feedback.

Expert Gallery is meant to highlight selected works and not completely replicate your CV. If you would like a more frequently updated or extensive profile than what is provided by System Library Services you, or your staff, can take ownership of the profile. Contact the Digital Asset Librarian for more information about this option.

Please contact us if you would like to be a future profiled researcher. We hope you will join us as creators and users of this cutting-edge new project at Providence St. Joseph Heath.

For any questions email digitalcommons@providence.org